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STOP. THINK. VERIFY. This message is not from a 4J address. Stop, think, and verify the
source before you click links, open attachments, or respond. Never share passwords or
confidential information.

Hello

Things are starting to fall into place for Holt Bolt. Half of the physical prizes have been
purchased and are in the PAHS closet. The rest should be purchased in the next few days.
The 'Fill the Bolt' sign is complete and ready to hang. The lap tracking app has been
purchased and registered. There is a bubble machine pending. Otter Pops have been received
and are being frozen. Music is ready to go at all four corners of the route. An online donation
site has been set up. Envelopes are printed and ready to go to teachers. Volunteer approvals
are happening (if you have not yet received your approval notification, please let me know!)

Things left to do:
QR code lanyards - 1/student (Jackie and Melanie)
Spirit prizes - book nook, book coin, first in line tix, ???
Design/print raffle tickets
Decide on class prizes - most $$ raised or most envelopes returned?



p p
Plan for keeping track of 'extra' water bottles - donated by BigFoot Beverages
Banners - what is in the closet?
Get tables and tablets for QR scan - talk to Jackie (3 tables and tablets)
Supplies for Otter Pops - towels, scissors, wet washcloths, water bucket  (1/volunteer)
Set up prize display in hallway - Julie and Stephanie
Find Electra volunteer(s) for both runs
Holt Bolt Flyer for Monday Mailers by Friday noon
Volunteers for the event

One of the big things left to do is decide on class prizes. These will all be activities rather than
physical prizes - slime party, lunch with the Irish, kitchen helper for a day, assembly host/ess,
lunch with Mr. Chinn, Kona Ice for the class, video game truck for the class.... Do we want to
give the winning class options to choose from? Set up one prize per grade? Is everyone good
with these options, or do we want to change them? 

Please let us know if you have comments, questions, opinions.

If you are interested in any of the above tasks, please let us know that too.

Two more weeks everyone! Let's do this! Go Bolts!

Thanks so much
Tina and Stephanie


